Catalytic philanthropy driving solutions
to the world’s most pressing problems.
The Minderoo Foundation was established by Andrew and Nicola Forrest in 2001 and is based on the
mandate to give a hand up, not a hand out. The Foundation has supported over 250 initiatives across
Australia and abroad including projects in education, research, Indigenous affairs, disaster response and the
arts. With over AU$645 million invested and committed philanthropically to date, the focus going forward
has evolved and includes a partnership approach as well as the design and direct implementation of key
initiatives. These include: driving change in global cancer research, ending modern slavery, creating parity for
Indigenous Australians, ensuring all children in Australia reach their full potential, nurturing new talent in the
arts, generating world-changing research in Western Australia and innovative community development and
environmental conservation initiatives.
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signed the pledge to end modern slavery
representing 20 faiths in 4 countries
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A world-first to create and publish
a country-by-country estimate of the
number of people living in
modern slavery today
Published 2013, 2014 and 2016
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Launched in August 2017 with 34 businesses and 42 countries
represented from across the Indo-Pacific
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282,221 lives impacted
28,028 at-risk children in school

Incubated by Minderoo in 2012, the Walk
Free Movement (now Freedom United)
had over 8 million members by 2016
34 campaign wins to date
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BEGINNINGS

8

flagship
projects

CoLab established in 2016 as a national platform with
global implications to identify and scale effective early
childhood policy and practice
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The Challis Parenting and Early Learning Centre,
funded by Minderoo Foundation since 2012 has
informed the Australian Government’s $20 million
Connected Beginnings initiative being rolled out
in a number of priority communities
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The ECI will harness the resources of the worldwide
cancer community to ensure cancer becomes a nonlifestyle degenerative disease

job
retention

6,500+ jobs have been filled through
the VTEC program with 70% average
job retention rate
27 Creating Parity recommendations made with
26 being either implemented or explored
by government

15

scholars

4

fellows

from

11

nations

Partnership with all five Western Australian universities
Areas of study include: Epigenetics, Biodiversity,
Muscular Dystrophy, Water Filtration, Geo-technical
Science, Biomedical Science, Archaeology,
Rock Art, Conservation, Aboriginal Culture and
Agricultural Science
World class residential facility - Forrest Hall
- opening February 2018

250

+

partners

community partners supported around the world
working across the arts, culture, international
development, education, indigenous affairs,
environmental conservation and social cohesion

